
Clothing 
 

Let me tell you about how the First nations make their clothing First nations would use 
the fur of bison and dry it and make it into leather. Then they will sew it With Porcupine quills 
and make mocasins, shirts hats and sweaters. Metis dye their clothing with dried berries and 
blood for paint. And metisn Would put bee’ds on their shoes to make shapes like flowers leaves 
And berries.First nations will sometimes sew fur on their clothing so it would 
Make them warmer when it gets colder.First nations would not dye their 
Clothing because they move around alot so they don’t have the time to 
Get dry berries. 
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You’ll be excited to learn about the First Nations Clothing. 
Do you realize that, there are two types of bones? Those two types of bones are the 

Diaphysis and the Epiphysis.Those two types of bones are different when people are growing 
up.While They grow up the bones become bigger. 

It’s hard to believe, But the First Nations used dyed Moose hair for decorating their 
clothing.The First Nations Basically Hunt Moose a lot. 

Surprisingly, Both men and women from the First nations groups wore trousers. But 
women wore dresses over their trousers.Trousers are basically pants for the First Nations 
culture. 

First Nations used Elk,Bison,Rabbit,Coyotes, and even Grizzly Bears for their clothing. 
The First Nations used all of the the Bison for different things.They even used a tongue 

for a spoon. 
First Nations used Rocks for hammers.I can't believe that they used all sorts of things for 

different use of a lot things. 
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Let me tell you about First Nations clothes. 
Did you know that the First Nations clothes look very different than our clothes. This is because 
they lived when they had to use every part of the animals they hunted and they didn't have the 
machines we have to make clothes. 
Surprisingly the first nations wore trousers like we do. This is because the nomadic bison users 
need pants. 
Amazingly when the first nations wanted their clothes to have color they dyed their clothes or 
put beads on their clothes. This is because these spiritual story tellers don’t want all their 
clothes  to look the same. 
Interestingly the First Nations made clothes out of animal skin. This is because they don’t have 
time to make clothes out of cotton.  
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